Computer-controlled discontinuous rotating gel electrophoresis for separation of very large DNA molecules.
The newly designed equipment for alternating field gel electrophoresis which permits the separation of very large DNA molecules and the simultaneous analysis of up to 35 samples is described. The field alternation is effected by intermittently rotating the submerged agarose gel by optitional angles. The time intervals between changes of position are controlled by a computer program driving a simple switching device which was designed to suit any technique using periodic switching or inversion of the electrical field. Because the electrophoresis unit provides an absolutely homogeneous electrical field, no distortion of migration lanes occurs and the resolution is very good. Moreover, by using a switching time interval gradient an almost perfect linear relationship between migration distances and molecule sizes in the range of about 100-1250 kilobase pairs is observed. In two-dimensional separations, different switching time programs for the first and second dimension allow maximum resolution of selected size ranges. Field inversion gel electrophoresis is possible as well. The performance of the method is demonstrated by comparing the chromosome sizes of different yeast strains.